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MEDICAL DIARY OF THE WEEK.

MONDAY, JULY 4......... ROYAL 
FREE HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 2 P.M.

{ METROPOLITAN FBEB HOSPITAL. - Operations,
L 2 P.M.

TUESDAY, JULY 5 .....,

C Giro’s HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 1t P.M.{WESTMINSTER HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 2 P.M.

WEDNESDAY, JULY 6

{MIDDLESEX HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 12x p.nt.
ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 1 P.M.
UNIVEBSITY COLLEGE HOSPITAL. - Operations, :

2 P.M.

ROYAL ORTIEEOPADIC HOSPITAL. - Operations, 2
’ P.M.

I OBSTETRICAL SOCIETY OB LONDON. &mdash; 8 P.M.

ii Papers by Dr. Clay, of Manchester ; Dr. Rigby ;
Dr. West, of Alford; Mr. Maekinder, of Gains-

L borough; Dr. Priestley; and Mr. Trouncer.

THURSDAY, JuLy 7 ..,

rST. GEORGE’S HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 1 P.M.
CENTRAL LONDON OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL. -j Operations, 1 P.M.

’ ) LONDON HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 1% P.M.

GREAT NOBTSERN HOSPITAL, KING’S CROSS.&mdash;
Operations, 2. r.M:.

FRIDAY, JULY 8 .........
{ WESTMINSTER OPHTHALMIC HOSPITAL. - Opera-

tions, 1&frac12; P.M.

SATURDAY, JULY 9 ..

(ST. THOMAS’S HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 1 P.M.

I ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 1&frac12;
{ P.M.

KING’S COLLEGE HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 1% P.M.
CHARING-CROSS HOSPITAL.&mdash;Operations, 2 P.M.

TERMS FOR ADVERTISING.

For 7 lines and under ..... &pound;0 4 6 For half a page ..... &pound;2 12 0

For every additional line ...... 0 0 6 For a page........................ 5 0 0

Advertisements which are intended to appear in THE LANCET of any parti-
cular week, should be delivered at the Office not later than on Wednesday in
that week.

To Correspondents.
TO ADVERTISERS IN "THE LANCET."

SEVERAL advertisers have complained lately of the occasional non-insertion
of their advertisements. The fault rests with themselves, and is owing to
the copy being delivered at our Office at so late a period in the week. We
think it right to state that we cannot guarantee the insertion of an adver-
tisement in THE LANCET of any particular week, unless it be delivered at
the Office of that Journal on or before the Wednesday in that week.

A Regular Subscriber, (South Wales.)&mdash;Such a proceeding is not sanctioned by
the Medical Act; indeed, it is totally opposed to the spirit of that enactment.
At the same time it is difficult to determine upon legal grounds what is the
remedy. No doubt, however, the law will be eventually found to be equal
to the emergency.

M. B., (Edinburgh.)-Application should be made to the French Ambassador.
Grotius should make application to Mr. Alexander, C.B., Director-General of

the Army Medical Department, 6, Whitehall-yard, London.
Pediculus.&mdash;There surely can be little difficulty in the treatment of such a

case.

EXCERPTA. MINORA.

To the Editor of TEE L.A.NCET.
SIR,&mdash;There are few men actively engaged in the medical profession who

,could not furnish a number of important facts from their store of well-tested
experience, and lay them before their brethren if they had easy or ready means
of doing so. I have often, in casual conversation with some of my country
medical friends, received most valuable practical hints, and when I have in-
quired why they did not give them publicity in one of the medical journals,
the reply has been, ’’ I have no time to write nor inclination to prepare long
letters for publication." A few such flowrets (the less their magnitude the
better) culled from practice would form a bouquet in your columns of great in-
terest and value. There is no necessity fur, nor advantage in, hampering cases
with long and uninteresting details and theoretical treatises on the subject in
question.
With your kind permission, I would beg to inaugurate this proposition with

the following ease;-
A young clergyman caught cold after bathing in July, 1857. An abscess

burst, and was supposed to be in the liver, burrowing through and escaping
from the lungs. He was treated by large doses of mercury and morphia for
months, and at length all peristaltic action of the bowels ceased. Enemata
caused headache and fever; purgatives produced fever, cough, copious expec-
toration, and hemoptysis. He placed himself under my care, and I found a
large cavity in the lower lobe of the right lung. I ordered him a hot-air bath
at night, and, to my astonishment, his bowels were freely and spontaneously
relieved the next morning. This bath was repeated every night for a week,
and the bowels were copiously acted on every following morning. The abscess
in the lung has healed. When the bowels are confined, he takes his hot-air
bath with certain effects. He does duty occasionally in this town, and is, I
may say, perfectly well. I am, Sir, yours obediently,

Hastings, June, 1859. C. B. GARRETT, M.D.
P.S.-The hot-air apparatus consists of a spirit-lamp, protected by a wire

cage and rnstc ahnnt 15.q

A First Year’s Student.&mdash;Candidates who passed their examination at the
College of Surgeons before October 1st, 1858, when the new Medical Act
came into operation, are exempted from the examination in Celsus and
Gregory at Apothecaries’ Hall.

H. B.&mdash;We do not think he is legally entitled to claim the reduction.
S. S. L.-The fee is C25 for the Edinburgh College. The Giessen diploma
would be of no avail, unless it entitled the holder to be registered. It would
not be regarded as a substitute for a surgical qualification.

Vigilans.&mdash;We decline to insert the name of the person in question, unless it
be a matter of necessity.

Pupil.&mdash;The preliminary examination is in Classics, Mathematics, and French,

THE MEDICAL ACT AYD UNQUALIFIED PRACTITIONERS.
To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,&mdash;A general feeling is gaining ground in this neighbourhood that the
new Medical Act is really worse than useless; and as Honorary Secretary of
the Thorne and Goole Medical Registration Association, I have been requested
to send you a short account of a recent occurrence, by which a person, gene-
rally known as unqualified, has now come forward with the sanction of the
law. I will briefly relate the facts without mentioning the names.

A. B. applies to this Association for admission as a member, and for regis.
tration. After most careful consideration, and correspondence with a medical
gentleman long in practice in the town, where A. B. claimed to have been in
practice before 1815, as well as with a member of the Council of a Medical Re.
gistration Association of the district, he was refused admission, on the ground
that he had no qualification whatever-in fact, that he had been merely a
druggist. Information was forwarded by me to the Registrar of what had
been done. A short time since it was stated that anyone could get registered,
for A. B. had actually succeeded in getting registered. I wrote to Dr. Hawkins,
asking the question, and he replied that it was so; that A. B. had sent in a
claim, and had made an affirmation before a magistrate, which he had refused;
but afterwards an attestation had been made in the form of a letter, signed by
a gentleman on the Register, and that he could not then refuse registration.
I ihen applied for the name of the gentleman, that we might prosecute the in.

quiry further. Dr. Hawkins, in his reply, stated that he had laid my letter
before the Council, and they did not consider themselves justified in giving up
the name of the gentleman, as it was considered a privileged communication.
Now, we consider this very unjust. In the first place, we contend that A. B.

ought not to have been registered, at any rate without communicating to this
Association, after we had taken the trouble of carrying on a correspondence on
the subject, and had sent the result to the Registrar; secondly, that as no one
in the neighbourhood knows anything about it, that it was the duty of the
Registrar to have given us the name of the party, in order that further in.
quiries might be made if necessary. I should have stated that Dr. Hawkins
added, that the Council would cause A. B.’s name to be erased from the Re.
gister if we could prove he was not qualified ; but surely, after we had made a
good case, proving that he was not qualified, something more should have
been required than a mere affirmation attested by somebody, (who they will
not inform us,) before the party in question was registered. It is most unjust
to shift the onus of proof from the party claiming to be registered to this Asso.
ciation. If registration is to be conducted in this way, Registration Associa-
tions are utterly useless, and the Medical Act a positive injury, for which qua.
lified practitioners have to pay. I .am, Sir, yours truly,

Thorne, June, 1859. R. GILLARD, M.R.C.S. Eng.

Pa,ter.-An apprenticeship is not required for the College of Surgeons. The
new regulations alluded to by our correspondent will only affect those who
commence the study of the profession on or after the lst of January, 1861.

Mr. H. Parrott.-The qualifications are not stated. Application, therefore,
might be made direct to the French Ambassador.

3f.JE.C.S. should write and state all the circumstances to Dr. Ladd, Honorary
Secretary of the London Medical Registration Association, 5, Charing-cross,
London.

’ TRADING MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENTS.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.
SIR,&mdash;In one of your late " Medical Annotations," I read with pleasure your

remarks upon the "new trade establishment" just started in London. I, how-
ever, regret to say it is nothing new in the provinces. In Yeovil one has been
lately started by one of these pseudo-philanthropic gentlemen. He calls it the
" Yeovil Eye and Ear Dispensary," the offices of committee, secretary, trea-
surer, collector, physician, and surgeon, being undertaken by the originator,
who, by the way, is a F.R.C.S., M.R.C.S., L.S.A., and M.D. St. Andrews. A
peculiar feature in the management of this charity is, the patients are obliged
to pay a fee of sixpence for a hearing, and to take their prescriptions to a par
ticular druggist. I would ask-Are his drugs superior? or does the M.D.
derive any benefit from this arrangement?
Mr. Editor, you will be doing good to the body of general practitioners by

exposing these irregular dodge-) to get into practice, and you can do it, as your
journal is now pretty generally read by the public.

I remain, Sir, yours obediently,
June, 1859. ELIXIR.

One Pursuin,g a Course of Knowledge under Difficulties.&mdash;The law does not

prohibit practice; but renders an unregistered person who assumes a title
liable to punishment.

A Young Husband.&mdash;Dr. Combe on the Management of Infancy.
Studens, (Chelsea-gardens.)&mdash;Mr. F. Brocas, of 85, St. Martin’s-lane, supplies

sets of dried specimens to illustrate medical, physiological, and systematic
botany.

COOL ROOMS.

To the Editor of THE LANCET.

SIR,&mdash;It may be interesting to your numerous readers to learn, since in
fevers a cool room frequently does as much good as medicine, that blind5
coated with the following composition, and placed ozttside the windows, are
both sun and rain proof. The greatest heat will not affect them:- Boil well
together two pounds of turpentine, one pound of litharge in powder, and twO
or three pounds of linseed oil. The blinds are to be brushed over with this
varnish, and dried in the sun. Umbrellas, light linen coats, and covers ofhati,

; may be so treated. Your obedient servant,
June, 1859. J. B. NEIL.
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Inquirer.&mdash;Lord Fermoy is entitled to your support, as he is the sincere friend Inquirer.&mdash;Admission is by ballot. It is necessary, however, that the candi-
of Medical Reform. It is to be hoped that the medical practitioners of the dates should be recommended by three Fellows of the Society, one from per-
borough of Marylebone generally will zealously promote his election. sonal knowledge.

Nemo.&mdash;The fee is &pound;25 10s. THE request of JYf. Symes (Bridgwater) shall receive attention.
3f. A. B. is wrong in the conjecture as to the authorship of the article. No Dens, (Chester.)&mdash;The Deldal Recorder is published by Webster, Piccadilly.

evil can ensue from a full investigation of all sides of the question.
A. B.&mdash;Not unless he be registered. THE DOCTORATE.

Mr. C. Bromaing.-If "further publicity" be required, it can only be effected, Strange that such difference should be
in THE LANCET, by means of its advertising columns. ’Twixt tweedledum and tweedledee."

THn communication of Medicus has been referred to the Secretary of the To the Editor of THE LANCET.

London Medical Registration Association. SIR,&mdash;Medical men in general, not excepting even the self-constituted heads

Ignorant.-1 and 3. Yes.&mdash;3. By courtesy and custom, not by right. 
of our profession, are prone to magnify beyond its just merits the College orIgnrant.&mdash;1 and 3. Yes.-3. By courtesy and custom, not by right. University to which by residence, examination, or otherwise they have attached
themselves, and to unjustly depreciate each and all that seem only to standDu-HTnEEiA NOB T NEW DISEASE. in competition with their favourite. In the battle of the Colleges, however in-

To the Editor of THE LANCET. decorous and undignified, "bad is the best." C&aelig;sar and Pompey are very like,
- , , 

’ 

,. . especially Pompey, in this conflict for pre-eminence of exchequer. I know of
SIR,&mdash;Should there be a few amongst your readers who yet believe diphtheria no institution in this country that has come off less victorious under existingto be a new disease, I think that the following most interesting letter, which I circumstances than the old redoubtable College in Pall mall. What are the

have accidentally discovered amongst some old papers, will convince them to qualifications required for its honorary licentiateship? Why, simply that athe contrary. It is written by Dr. Asl), of Birmingham, in the year 1778, and man shall have gone ,for recreatiozz to Rostock, Giessen, or elsewhere, andis accompanied by an abstract of his treatment. Dr. Ash enjoyed an extensive purchased a piece of parchment with mahogany seals. This gewgaw, endorsed
practice in Birmingham, and was well known to be an acute and correct ob- by a gratuitous certificate, signed by three members of the corporation in
server of disease. He was also founder and senior physician of the General question, completes, according to undoubted facts, the entire process of a Lon-Hospital in that town; his portrait, by Reynolds, ornaments the walls of the don physician’s inauguration-a new species of metoposcopy&mdash;less, however,hospital. I believe that Dr. Ash subsequently removed to London, the actual inspection of the philosopher’s forehead.I am, Sir, yoLirs faithfully, 

. Now, Sir, I am in a position to prove that several of these modern "physi-Sedgley, June, 1859. JOHN GREENE, L.R.C.P. Edin. cians," who were only in the larva state of genuine apothecaries a short time

Copy of a Letter from Dr. Ash, of Birmingham. ago,&mdash;nay, oil merchant. or what not,-just prior to adopting the perfunctoryCopy 
process, have hurried off to Ettangen 0" Giessen in a state of breathless impe-

Birmingham, Nov. 30th, 1778. tuosity,-and I have personal knowledge of the surpassing friendly colloquium
DEAR SIR,&mdash;I am extremely sorry that you have got the present alarming called M.D. by examination at these places,-have been dubbed veritable

epidemic in your own family; for by your minute account it is the same dis- doctors, and are now L.R.C.P.s. London: men wholly strangers, be it ob-
ease that has been so long in this neighbourhood, which is a disease sui generis, served, to a good gentlemanly academic education, and who know as much of
totally different from the gangrenous, and indeed every other kind of ulcerated Hippocrates, Aret&aelig;us, and Galen, or logic and intellectual philosophy, as does
sore-throat; it is a disease of a truly inflammatory nature in the beginning, the madge-owlet of* the quadrature of the circle. Really is not this disgraceful ?
primarily affecting the mucous membrane of the fauces, and thence extending What with your Giessen geese, Rostockians, and Brother Jonathan diplo.
itself with different degrees of violence in different subjects to the adjoining mat.ists, peacocking themselves, and fluttering their Mammon plumes of
membranes. It resembles in some subjects the measles, but is totally distinct L.R.C.P. London&mdash;albeit suppressing, perhaps wisely, the truthful addendum,
from them, but of the same inflammatory disposition ; but seldom, like that by pu)-e7zase-tlie profession is with all speed getting into a nice mess; but I
disorder, will admit of the lancet. In others it resembles thefebris se(trlatina, will not descend to invective. Who so well as you can tell how oft and long
attended with exanthematous eruptions in the throat, and may in vulgar the mind medical has been verily sore at the countless scandals of modern
English be called the rash sore-throat; for these appearances in the throat are times? I know not in very truth, if the Edinburgh Colleg-e has erred, how
not of the nature of ulcerations, but mere transudatious through the inflamed far it might not appeal in palliation to that of London&mdash;" Te duce ; audentes
membrane:,, which, if not removed by early steamings, gargling, &c., form fortuna juvat, cor unum, via una, commune bonum." For myself, I love fair
sloughs that adhere closely to the parts, and, by continuing, acquire a highly play, free speech, free thoughts, and criticism, unchecked by aught save par-
offensive factor. In this state the disease becomes highly infectious, and tends tiality and injustice; but I am rendered serious by the fact that numerous
to a putrid nature. The high exalted acrimony of the bile seems to be the practitioners, who are second to none as consultants in medicine, surgery,
materies uaorbi, and if very early evacuated the future progress of the disease and miclwifery-men of education, general and professional&mdash;graduates in arts
may be cut off; and I say this with the more confidence, as I have had abund- and surgeon-apothecaries, quoad diplomas, who eschew pharmacy notwith-
ant experience of its nature, progress, and the most efficacious method of cure. standing-men who have resolved, whatever betide, to remain by self-respect
The whole intention of cure is to recall this irritating poison back from the and mental independence&mdash;able and emeient advisers-who, by the present ex-
fauces and even surface of the body into the habit again, and discharge it from clusive bye-laws, are completely snuffed out-have been and are ignominiously
the intestinal tube, to prevent and evacuate the accumulation of putrid collu- and reckle,sly snubbed by the metropolitan College of Physicians by the very
vies as early as possible. The abundance of the sloughs creates great diffi- parties who were their quondam ehmns and fellow-students, contemporaries of
culties and sometimes fatal consequences to children, by suffo ’ation, when the the same hospitals and same medical schools. Let the College at once and for
sloughs are separated. No rugged surface nor cavity remains like the ulcerated ever adopt the Dutch motto, as well as the Hippocratic maxim, " Do right, and
sore-throats, but are more exudatious, and the parts after separation appear of never look back," and let all the consultants of mature age, who have "dropped
a fresh healthy colour. the shop," unite in a higher and more becoming sense than they have yet done
" Encloqed I have sent you an abstract of the method I pursue in the treat- ere the year of grace expire, and let them respectfully but firmly demand of

ment of this disease, and which, I can assure you, has been attended with the the head and home of our forefathers to forget the petty and insignificant
greatest success. 

" Yours most faithfully, formalities of the doctorate, which are operating so strongly to their prejudice,
"Mr. Greene, Surgeon, in Cannock." J. Asn. and retarding their onward and upward progress as a great medical histitu-

M.R.C.S.&mdash;It is indeed an " impudent advertisement," and something must be tion; let the physicians of the people urge their destined foster-mother to actM.R.C.S.&mdash;It is indeed an impudent advertisement," and something must be with a larger toleration and a more amiable charity, looking rather to the sub-
done with it. stance than the shadow of things.&mdash;I am, Sir, yours obediently,

B. A. S.-There is no law to prevent it. June, 1859. MEDICUS NAsoiTUB NON FIT.
W. H.-The following is the clause referring to the question propounded. No CORRESPONDENTS, who forward newspapers to the Editor of THE LANCET, are
penalty is named for neglect; but it is a misdemeanour to disobey an Act of particularly requested to cut, mark, or otherwise indicate the passages to
Parliament :- which they desire to direct his attention.
Upon and immediately after the successful vaccination of any child, the COMMUNICATION, LETTERS, &c., have been received from --- Dr. Barker;

medical officer or practitioner who shall have performed the operation shall Dr. Budd Clifton ; Mr. Gillard, Thorne. Dr. Sparrow, Southsea; Mr.deliver to the father or mother of the said child, or to the person who shall
have the care, nurture, or custody of the said child, a certificate under his Browning ; Mr. James H. Pnng, (with enclosure;) Dr. Gavin Milroy; Mr.
hand, according to the form of Schedule A, that the said child has been suc- Gates, Wolverhampton; Mr. Symes, Bridgwater; Dr. Ranking, Norwich;
cessfully vaccinated, and shall also transmit a duplicate of the said certificate Mr. Redfern Davies, Birmingha;n; Mr. H. A. Jones, Eurrachee ’ Mr. Edwin
to the registrar of births and deaths of the sub-district in which the operation Lee; Mr. Harding, St. John’s, New Brunswick ; Mr. Sheppard, Torquay;
was performed; and such certificate shall, without further proof, be admissible Necrthor e ; .as evidence of the successful vaccination of such child in any information or Dr. J. Arnott, Brighton; Mr. Parratt; Mr. Bogge, Newtnorpe; Mr. Lewis;
complaint which shall be brought against the father or mother of the said Mr. H. N. Watts, Norwich, (with enclosure ;) Mr. Eves, Auruii,-abad; Mr.
child, or against the person who shall have had the care, nurture, or custody French, Wells, (with enclosure;) lir. Cosgrave, Stalvbridge, (with enclo-
of such child as aforesaid, for non-compliance with the provisions of this Act. sure ;) Mr. Logan, Glasgow, (with enclosure:) Mr. Brabazon, Manchester,
THE correspondence relative to the new Licentiates of the Edinburgh College (with enelosure Mr. Brunton, Walworth, (with enclosure;) Mr. Buckley,

of Physicians arrived too late for insertion this week. It shall be published Manchester, (with enclosure;) Mr. Gibbons, Wolverhampton, (with enclo-
in our next impression. sure;) Mr. Thomson, Ramsgate; Mr. M’Fadden, Stranoriar, (with enclosure;)

Yeritas does not infringe the law by so doing. Mr. Harris, Merthyr Tydvil, (with enclosure;) Mr. Skey, Berks ; Dr. Spittall ; a
Mr. Gates, of Wolverhampton, could obtain information by writing to Dr. Dr. Hodges, Rochford; Mr. Jennings, Coleford, (with enclosure ;) Mr. Devlin,
Mackinlay, of Isleworth, Middlesex. Haulbowline, (with enclosure;) Mr. Cantley, Killinghall; Mr. Rawlinson,

THE request of alisericordia shall be complied with. Over Darwen, (with enclosure;) Mr. Blades, Tattershall; Mr. Willey, Bir-
C. H. Y.-It is curable. Any respectable surgeon can advise on the subject. mingham, (with enclosure;) Mr. Jeffrey, Keelby; Mr. Lloyd, Hovingham;

Mr. Smith, Weston-super-Mare; Mr. Maunder; Dr. Bower, Stafford, (with
WET NURSES BY AID OF THE DOCTOR." enclosure;) Mr. Tombs, Cirencester, (with enclosure;) Mr. Thin, Edin-

To the Editor of THE LANCET. burgh; Dr. Hayes, Cirencester; Dr. Macaulay, Glasgow, (with enclosure;)
SIR,&mdash;The following advertisement lately appeared in a daily newspaper :- N., Chester, (with enclosure;) ;) A Licentiate of the Royal College of Physi-
"Wet nurse in a gentleman’s family. Healthy, married, age thirty-three. cians of Edinburgh; One who can Feel for the Fallen, &c.; M.R.C.S., &c.;

Healthy breast by aid of the doctor." Pediculus; C. H. V.; E. A. S. ; A First Year’s Student; S. R. P.; Vigilans;
The tenor of this I am at a loss to understand without some explanation. M. A. B.; Medicus; Grotius; Veritas; Gwyndodwr; H. B.; M.D., Bristol;

Medical attendants of women, setting out as wet nurses, ought not to allow One Pursuing a Course of Knowledge under Diffeulties ; Ignorant; &c. &c.
themselves to be quoted as recommenders or agents in any way, even under the Mona’s Herald, the Hampshire Zzde enderzt, the Leicestershire Mercury, andgeneric and indefinite title of " doctor."&mdash;I am, Sir, yours truly, 3!o,za’s the the and
June, 1859. indelinite title of 

‘ doctor. -I am, Sir, yours truly, 
M.A.R. the Torquay Ddrectaru have been receivecl


